How to visit us:

Our Address:
Dream Chip Technologies GmbH
Steinriede 10
30827 Garbsen
Germany
Phone: +49 5131 90805-0

From Airport:
Taxi or rental car:
Drive on A352 West direction „Dortmund”
Join A2 West direction „Dortmund”
[stay right lane]
Leave A2 at „Herrenhausen” North direction Nienburg
Join B6 direction Nienburg
Leave B6 with a left turn at the 3rd traffic light into „Baßriede”
Next street turn right into „Steinriede”. Look for number 10 and our building on the right side of the street.

By train
Take a Taxi at the train station.
Join B6 North direction „Nienburg”
Cross A2.
Leave B6 with a left turn at the 3rd traffic light into „Baßriede”
Next street turn right into „Steinriede”. Look for number 10 and our building on the right side of the street.